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PRIDE week celebration

Musttf€amp
The Pocificon

GOT PRIDE?: The Spirit Rock is festively decorated for Pacific PRIDE Week 2004. ThemckE currently'^
surrounded by ceremonia paper tomb stones listing AIDS statistics and entertainment figures who have
died of the fatal virus, such as actor Rock Hudson, singer-pianist Liberace, and rapper Eazy-E.

The Pocificon
This week, the Promot
ing Respect in Diverse En
vironments (PRIDE) Center
and the Pacific community
commemorates Pride Week,
a national
observance
raising awareness of the
continuing struggle of the
gay rights movement. The
opening night of Pride Week
on Monday saw a poetry
| reading at the Humanities
Coffeehouse, followed by a
march to the PRIDE Center
in the basement of John Ballantyne hall. Tuesday was
AIDS Awareness Day, and
a dinner was held at Elbert
Covell Dining Hall.
The National Day of
| Silence came yesterday,

April 21. Heather Dooley,
the coordinator at the PRIDE
Center, and an estimated 30
other students took part in
the silent protest that honors
those who have had to and
continue to remain silent
about their gender orienta
tion, rather than risk pos
sible bigoted retribution. The
observance was started nine
years ago by University of
Virginia students, and has
since grown into a nation
wide event.' The silence was
broken at 5 p.m. in front of
Burns Tower.
In a show of solidarity
with Pacific students, about
two dozen local Franklin
High School students also
participated in the Day of
Silence. Also on Wednesday,

gay activist and actor Wilson
Cruz presented a speech
at Pacific Theatre. Cruz is
perhaps best known for his
supporting role on the televi
sion dramedy "My So-Called
Life," co-starring Claire Danes
and Jared Leto.
This Friday, April 23,
there will be a performance
by the Los Angeles based
drag-king show,
"Sugar
Daddy." In contrast to drag
queens, who are men who
dress as women, drag kings
are women who masquerade,
and in some cases, live as,
men. The show will start at
9:30 p.m. in Raymond Great
Hall. For more information,
please contact the PRIDE
Center at 946 2152.

High 77
Low 48

The 58th Annual Pacific
Music
will
,i Camps
tt •
-e take
r .1 place
^
at the Uruversity of the Pacthc Conservatory of Music
m Stockton, California June
20 through July 24. Over 450
junior and senior high school
musicians from throughout
the western United States
are expected to attend.
Students will have the op
portunity to work with 60
faculty and staff including
ading music educators,
professional musicians, and
Pacific Conservatory of Mu
sic faculty.
The Junior Band &
Orchestra Camp for grades
6-8 will be held July 1117 followed by the Senior
Band, Orchestra Chorus &

Piano Camp for grades 9-12
(July 18-24). Offerings will
include concert band, or
chestra, choir, jazz ensemble,
and piano instruction along
with
theory,
w'ui classes in music tneory,
conducting, music history,
|re. Pacific
'
and care
careers,
conductors will include Dr.
Eric Hammer, Director of
Bands, Dr. Edward Cetto,
Director of Choral Activities
and Dr. Nicholas Waldvogel,
Orchestra Director. Master
classes and private lessons
will also be available with
Conservatory of Music faculty members.
The Brubeck Institute
Jazz Camp (grades 8-12) will
be held June 20-26. Instruc
tion will include big band
jazz, combos, improvisation,

See MUSIC page 2

Race for a cure

The Susan G. Komen
Foundation is hosting its
annual Race for the Cure
on Saturday, May 8 at Cal
Expo in Sacramento. The 5
kilometer run/walk begins
at 8 a.m., and there will also
be a survivor program and
awards ceremony.
The Race for the Cure is
the largest event of its kind
in the world, with a national
series of 112 races and over
1.5 million participants. Ac
cording to the Sacramento
Valley Affiliate website, the
Sacramento race is expected
to draw over 20,000 local
participants in support of
the cause. Proceeds from
entrance fees and donations
go to global research for a
cure to breast cancer and
local breast health outreach

programs.
The Susan G. Komen
Foundation was founded
over 20 years ago by Nancy
Goodman Brinker in the
name of her sister who
died of breast cancer. It is
a world leader in the fight
against breast cancer. The
foundation raises money for
research through this event
and through international
affiliates.
The purpose of the race
is not only to raise money
for the cause, however. The
event will raise awareness of
the disease, commemorate
the lives of victims, and cel
ebrate and acknowledge sur
vivors. Pacific student Lex

See RACE page 2
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'Gender-Bender'Dance to
be held for PRIDE Week
An LA-based drag king
show called Sugar Daddy
will dazzle Pacific with a
performance on Friday,
April 23 at Raymond Great

BRIEFS
Hall starting at 9 p.m. Drag
kings are the opposite of
drag queens; that is, women
dressed as men. Contact the
PRIDE Center at 956 2512 for
information.
Theatre Arts department
to stage King Lear
Shakespeare's masterpiece
'King Lear' will be brought

to life on Pacific's campus
the week of Friday, April 23
through May 1. The produc
tion dates are April 23, 24, 25,
28,29 and 30. All productions
start at 8 p.m., except the
2 p.m. matinee on Sunday,
April 25. Tickets cost $8 for
students and senior citizens,
and $12 general admission.
For tickets please call Pacific
Box Office at 946 2867.
Spanish-language films
featured at Pacific Theatre
The Spanish Language
Film Festival starts at Pacific
Theatre tonight, April 22,
with the film 'Amores Perros.' On April 23, the film
'Talk to Her' will be featured,
and on April 24 the film 'Y
Tu Mama Tambien' will be
shown. All showings are at
eight p.m., and are free to
students with ID.

Cele^ffng Diversity
The nlipino Cultural night
will be held on Saturday,
April 24, at the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. Shows start at
2 p.m. and 8 p.m. For further
information, please contact
Multicultural Affairs at 946
2436.
Celebrate Research and
Creativity Day
The fourth annual Cel
ebrate Research and Creativ
ity Day is Wednesday, April
28 from 2-3:30 PM in the
Common Room. The event
is sponsored by the Office
of Research and Graduate
Studies, and Sigma Xi—the
Honorary Society.
Susan G. Komen race for
the Cure
The annual Susan G. Ko
men Race for the Cure will
be held on May 8 at Cal Expo

beginning at 8p.m. It is the
largest 5K race series in the
world, and benefits cancer
research, treatment and
awareness.
Hispanic History Celebra
tion
California's rich Hispanic
heritage and the state's
Mexican and Latino cultural
legacies will be the focus of
the 55th California History In
stitute to be held on Pacific's
Stockton campus April 23-24.
Conference organizers are
seeking academic participa
tion by scholars who focus
on California under Spain
and Mexico as well as Mexi
can-American and Latino
issues during the American
period. Contact Bill Swagerty for further information
at x6-2527.
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Computing Safely: So You Own a Mac
By David Lundy

IT Security Officer

While PC users have
been facing an onslaught
of viruses this Spring,
Mac users have been qui
etly working away. Some
Mac users even chide their
PC brethren about their
vulnerable PCs and how
much better the Apple
Macintosh computer is.
Macs have not faced
the problems experienced
by Windows based PCs.
There are several reasons.
When Apple released OS
X, the current system soft
ware for the Mac, it was a
completely rewritten sys
tem. The vulnerabilities of
the older system versions
were gone and old Mac
virus infection methods
no longer worked. OS
X was built on top of
Unix, a robust operating
system. Much effort had
been devoted to Unix se
curity prior to its adoption
for the Mac. Apple also
brought a serious concern
for security to the table
as they developed OS X.
Finally, Macs are a small
percentage of the comput
ers in use. Virus writers

have focused on the widely
deployed and often vulner
able PC instead of the much
smaller collection of Macs.
That does not mean
that Macs are invulnerable.
Recently a software security
company, Intego, announced
a weakness in OS X that al
lows some files to appear
to be other kinds of files.
They demonstrated a Trojan
horse, MP3Virus.gen, which
can be imbedded in MP3
music files. Clicking on the
file launches the Trojan first
before the music is played.
Fortunately this Trojan is just
a proof of concept. It does
not appear to be circulating
out in the wild or doing any
kind of damage.
The Mac can also be ex
ploited through its network
connections. OS X includes
a lot of code from its unix
base. When vulnerabilities
are found in Unix programs,
this may include the Mac
versions. In addition vulner
abilities are found from time
to time in the code specifical
ly written for OS X. Shortly
after Apple released Panther,
the current release of OS X,
they announced that vulner
abilities had been found and
offered a patch. They did
not immediately announce

a patch to correct the prob
lem in Jaguar, the previous
version of OS X which was
also vulnerable. While that
has changed, it caused some
pundits to wonder in print
about Apple's security sup
port. Apple was quick to
reply that security was im
portant to them and that they
have a policy of responding
quickly to issues.
Mac users should keep
up with OS X patches just as
PC users need to keep up to
date with Windows patches.
Security updates are avail
able at HYPERLINK "http:/
/ www.apple.com / support"
http://www.apple.com/
support. Installing the files
found there can fix the vul
nerabilities discovered by
Apple.
The most effective new
attacks on the Internet have
come when someone exploits
a weakness for the first time.
The vigilance of many PC us
ers has been raised because
of virus and worm attacks.
Because the Mac has seemed
to be immune, most Mac us
ers are much less concerned.
Only a small number of Win
dows machines were vulner
able to the "code red" worm.
Despite this code red was
one of the fastest spreading

worms in Internet history.
Wise Mac users install se
curity upgrades from Apple
as they become available to
keep this from happening to
them as well.
If you have questions
about
computer
secu
rity or ideas you would
like addressed in this col
umn, you may email to
itsecurity@pacific.edu

Qppi<»

PANTHER: Although OS X: Panther is still vulnerable to vir^se
Apple is always updating their security to prevent hackers a - ;
viruses.
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Grad School

Gary A r m a g n a c

William Wolak

AIR TECH:

Giveaway

Hawaii only $129 one
way.Mexico/Caribbean
$125 each way all taxes
included. Europe $234
each way. Other worldwide
destinations cheap. Book
online
www.airtech.com
or (212) 219-7000

Win multimedia essentials!

Enter Kaplan's Grad School Giveaway
for a chance to win a free 42" Sony8 Plasma
TV, Sony9 DVD Dream8 System, or MP3 player.

DORM ESSENTIALS:

Compact
fridge
and
free Microwave $50, also
smaller
items.
other
Call to inquire. Josh 932-3470.

Visit kaptest.com/giveaway to enter today!

KAPLAN

l-tOO-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/giveaway

Test Frep and Admissions
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and the District of
Columbia and Canada (excluding the Province of Quebec) and students residing ON A STUDENT VISA in these eligible
jurisdictions who are eighteen (18) years of age or older as of March 15,2004. LIMIT: One entry per person. All
entnes must he received or postmarked by June 15,2004. For additional eligibility restrictions and instructions to
enter, see the complete Official Rules, available at Kaplan centers and orvcampus sites in the U.S. and Canada,
online at kaptestwm/giveaway, or by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to "Grad School' Giveaway, 1440
Broadway, 8' floor. New York, NY 10018. Thirteen (13) winners will be selected from all eligible entries received in a
random drawing to be held on or about August 9,2004, Odds of winning depend on total number of eligible entries
received. Participation in this promotion constitutes entrant's full and uncondiflonal agreement to and acceptance of
the complete Official Rules. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED, TAXED OR OTHERWISE RESTRICTED, If you do not wish to
receive notice of future Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions promotions, contact us at Kaplan Test Prep and
Admissions, Marketing Department, 1440 Broadway, 8° floor, New York, NY 10018.

MUSIC from page 2
theory, and jazz history. Pa
cific guest conductors will
include Patrick Langham,
Director of Jazz Studies and
J.B. Dyas, Executive Director
of the Dave Brubeck Insti
tute.
The Travis AFB Jazz
Ensemble will also make a
special appearance to give
master classes and a free
concert on Tuesday, June 22
at 7pm in the Faye Spanos
Concert Flail. All camps will
culminate with a Saturday
afternoon concert featuring
all large ensembles. Total
cost per session ranges from
$425 - $450 for residents and
$325 for commuters.
For more information,
please call 946-2416 or e-mail
I musiccamp@pacific.edu.
Participants can register on
line or download an appli
cation at www.pacific.edu/
conservatory (click on Pa
cific Music Camp).

ROOMMATES:

William Shakespeare
King Lear, a production
from the Pacific Theatre,
opens Friday, April 23, at
the Long Theatre.
The show will rim
through May 1st.
For more information
call: 209-946-2UOP.
The dates and times are
as follows:
April 23,24-8:00 p.m.

RSU0P All Stars

The ASUOP All Stars is
a new award for the exem
plary Pacific student. It is
a way to recognize those
highly involved students
who often do not get recog
nition for their hard work
and time spent behind the
various scenes.
To be an ASUOP All
Star you must be actively
involved on campus and
exude Pacific spirit. This
person enriches the social,
cultural, and/or educa
tional aspects of university
life and responsibly repre
sents the student body.
The first ASUOP All Star
awards were presented
to the Men's 2003-2004
Basketball Team for their
excellent display of athleti
cism as well as their ability
to responsibly represent
Pacific.

CLASSIFIEDS

We were proud to pres
ent Vikki Dorward with
the second ASUOP All Star
award for her motivation,
spirit, dedication, and in
volvement on campus in
the Orange Army, RHA,
and the Honors Program.
Last week the ASUOP
All Star award recipient
went to Akil Gibbs for his
active involvement in the
Pacific community includ
ing the Cheer and Stunt
squad, his Residence Assistantship, and his sup
port of the International
Spring Festival.
Next week the ASUOP
All Star could be you! For
more information on how
to nominate someone,
visit the ASUOP website at
asuop.uop.edu.

April 25 - 2:00 p.m.
April 28, 29, 30 - 8:00
p.m.
May 1 - 8:00 p.m.

One
Hispanic,
one
Asian, and one Cauca
sian. Good for making
messes, eating your food
and drinking your beer.
All three are male and
come
with
a
pethera
amount of nonesense. $42
dollars each.
Contact
Scott.

Pacific Earth Day
By TJ. Lee
Cuest Writer
This Earth Day, April 22,
Pacific professors are tak
ing to the streets. Instead of
driving their cars to work,
they are taking the pledge to
walk or ride their bicycles to
school.
Students for Environmen
tal Action (SEA), a campus
environmental group, have
asked the professors and
staff at Pacific to not contrib
ute to air pollution on their
way to work this Earth Day.
Some faculty members have
even volunteered to cycle
or walk all week. Others do
so already. Many live close
enough to campus that a
short bike ride is not out of
the question.
Also this Earth Day, the
Bon Appetit catering com
pany has agreed to not use
Styrofoam containers for
lunch. The Students for Envi
ronmental Action will be out
side the dining hall on Earth
Day from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
selling reusable containers
to students at cost. Students

may buy these containers
and reuse them for takeout
meals. By doing this, indi
vidual students can help
cut back on the level of trash
generated every day by the
Pacific community.
On Sunday, April 18, stu
dents from SEAbiked to Vic
tory Park to commemorate
Stockton's 16th annual Earth
Day Celebration. At the
festival, SEA demonstrated
to children the effects of pol
lution on ground soils. They
used candy, Oreo cookies,
ice cream, and soda to show
the kids exactly what hap
pens to liquids once they are
emptied onto the ground.
An ongoing activity en
couraged by SEA and coor
dinated by PAC-Raccoons is
regular recycling. There are
90 recycling bins on cam
pus for paper, bottles and
cans. Paper in particular is
the most thrown-away item
in the United States. If the
majority of American house
holds recycled their Sunday
newspapers, a half million
trees would be conserved
every week.

Serving Pacific for 95 Years
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BYOB to the Dinin
Dining Hall it helping recycle on Earth Day

By Cheri Kramer

Cuest Writer

The campus is getting
jazzy with activities, parties,
studying, and the environ
ment is getting its fair share
of the action. The Dining
Hall agreed to host a BYOB
(Bring Your Own Box) in its
honor; the residential halls
are getting groovy with the
recycling buckets; and cam
pus shortcomings are get
ting some press.
For starters, everyone is

invited to join in the 2004
Earth Day BYOB, as agreed to
by Bon Appetit. That's rightin honor of Earth Day, Thurs
day (which is today!), Apr.
22, the Dining Hall will not
be serving Styrofoam to-go
boxes. In the place of Tupperware, all Pacific students are
welcome to 'Bring Your Own
Box' for to-go meals. Reus
able food containers will be
available for purchase out
side the Dining Hall on Earth
Day, Thursday, April 22.
When it comes to activ

ity, the residential halls are
buzzing
environmentally.
Not only are there recycling
buckets in all residential
halls, but they are also being
filled, and are often over
flowing. The Pac-Raccoons
are working hard to empty
these buckets regularly, and
also to get more buckets for
all the halls. The goal? Recy
cling bins in all residential
hall bathrooms.
Unfortunately, the Pacific
campus is still falling short
of its environmental poten
tial. Thanks to the efforts of a
few Mentor II policy groups,
we now know that around
1000 Styrofoam boxes are
taken from the Dining Hall
daily. Using this conservative
number, it has been calcu
lated that the Dining Hall's
Styrofoam output would fill
Burns Tower in 170 days, or
roughly 24 weeks. And Burns
Tower stands 256 feet tall!
All in all, the Pacific cam
pus is beginning to get its
environmental act together.
Although there is still work
to do in this area, the Dining
Hall's BYOB on Earth Day,
Thursday, April 22 (today),
and the use of the recycling
buckets in the residential
halls are promising steps in
the right direction.

Restrictions are tighter

Bv Paiae Elisha

the above paragraph is sadly
not true. Okay, so no pub
Staff Writer
on campus-no opportunity
Last week, the administra to act like a unified student
tion announced that it would body, no opportunity to enjoy
be opening an Irish pub right the classic college life that
here on campus! The pub, we all looked forward to (we
according to administrators, can always bond at a football
would be opened in an effort game). The sad part is that
to encourage responsible after almost four years here,
drinking among the univer I have grown used to life
sity students. With drinking with the restrictions imposed
taking place within the con by the school. Yes, I may be
fines of campus, students twenty-two, and I may enjoy
would not be tempted to having a beer or two with
drink and drive and would friends but that really isn't a
be encouraged to form a possibility unless we want to
cohesive student body. Pro drive off of campus and get
ceeds from the pub would one. No, that's okay, please
be used to support various don't treat me like an adult.
Things didn't always used
clubs on campus.
to
be like this. With each
Alright, so I'm kidding,

year that has gone by, rules
have continued to restrict
our movement as students.
But have the rules decreased
drinking or pushed it into the
closet or off-campus, necessi
tating that students drive to
and from their destinations?
I know that my argument
isn't a new one but I would
like to add a new twist, food
for thought on changing poli
cies.
For a large part, rules are
changing due to concerns
over liabilities. Things have
gotten so out of hand in this
crazy legal world that any
body can sue anybody for

See RESTRICT page 6
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SOCIAL
JUSTICE
WEEKLY
Should the U.S. Obey The
International Court?
By Suzanne Vybornev

Perspectives Editor

About a year ago, I read
an excerpt of the gripping
and
thought-provoking
book, Dead Man Walking
for my English class. The
book is the true story of Sis
ter Helen Prejean, a Roman
Catholic nun who becomes
a spiritual advisor and
mentor to two convicted
murderers and rapists.
As she gets to know them
and the bereaved, you see
her evolution towards a
humanitarian punishment
and her increasingly im
passioned plea against the
capital punishment.
As the book itself touts, it
"is an unprecedented look
at the human consequences
of the death penalty, a book
that is both enlightening
and devastating."
When I read from Dead
Man Walking, it made me
think deeply about the
human price of capital
punishment and how this
affects our humanity and
our dignity.
The various arguments
made against the death
penalty such as the senti
ment that it is racist, bar
baric and that it is not only
not a deterrent but that it
also potentially executes
innocent men; all these
thoughts seem to make
even the most hardcore
capital punishment advo
cate think twice.
About three months
after reading this excerpt,
I heard Chilean author Isa
bel Allende speak. Niece
of Salvador Allende who
was the democratically
elected president of Chile
from 1970-73 and who was
deposed in a little-known
9/11 coup, she is well ac
quainted with the affects of

violence and injustice.
When I heard her spe•ak
she spoke briefly about the
death penalty, saying it is
something that only "bar
baric nations" do. Vlary
months later, I heard Pu
litzer-Prize winning autr
and civil rights activist, Al
ice Walker express the exac
same sentiments regard:ng
the death penalty.
All these thoughts fr rr
respected
intellectual and humanitarians makes
me think, when will the-words become powerful
enough to give pause to the
U.S. who, despite its sup
posedly democratic imagstill actively employs the
death penalty?
All this brings me tc
recent news that the Inter
national Court of Justice in
the Hague, established in
1946 by the United Nation
with the goal of "provid
ing diplomatic solution to international conflict
has demanded that th
U.S. complete "meaning: ,
review" of the cases of ~ 1
Mexican Nationals wrho a r on Death Row. Since the
U.S. repeatedly ignores an r
allows the execution of its
own people, they appear t
be just as negligent and ca lous when it comes to the
rights of prisoners o u t e r
our borders.
The main issue in conte tion here is that the natior
als were not provided cor sular assistance which
guaranteed as establish,
in the 1963 Vienna Conver
tion on Consular Relation This was a severe violatio
of their rights and such a
tions could result in execu
tion for certain nationals as
early as May 18.
The U.S. has so far re-

See COURT page 6
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The Delta loop is ah exciting adventure
Pac ifi^hident reflects on the 10-nide scenic route along Stockton's Delta
t

::

'

to be two-wav
winri their
tV,Qi^
two-way, wind
way along skinny levies.
Look out for geese crossing.
This was my first diver
sion. When I came around
the corner, I was greeted by
a flock of about 10 geese,
who apparently own the
road. They
slowly
- - ~ j waddled
—
i
y
around my car. I figured this
was my sign to get out of the
car and soak m the Delta atmosphere^ I took photos for
at least a half hour and truly
J

;T°OK AT ME: Even "Sh ,ik*h°"e ° li»l« •«"•»«* « "»/ i-p out .1 the wetter r„cingTp"

. By Kara Buchanan
|S t a f f W r i t e r
I was intending to experilence the Delta Loop, and
I experienced The Delta.
Sometimes when on a misI sion for a day trip, we start
out with a narrow focus and
] certain expectations and this
has an unfortunate tendency

Thp3fn n bfcom? 'mmersedThe Delta loop is undoubtedly one of many good spots
to begin the immersion. Even
though I did not complete
the loop, the experience was
certainty well-rounded and I
did end up coming full-circle,
with a great appreciation for
aLaS™a'i0nf°r
tw(
ua„iSt
this unique
landscape.
The Delta Loop is a 10-

bursts sztSkSsS

looks like a buoy on the side
of the road. Taking 1-5 North
to Highway 12 West and driving out through about twelve
miles of fields, will lead vou
to Brannan Island horn J of
the Dd^^^^
make the quick turn off and
get "F** a'ong the Delta
,Lp
be nremmd t
trea^'hpr™
j for some

T

j
and continued along the
loop.
At about the seventh mile,
I came across a legitimate
detour - the kind marked by
an orange road sign. I never
found my way back to the
loop (partially, I am sure, due
u mmyy eextreme
x t r e m e sense
s e
to
of direction deficiency) I enioved
the additional 45 mmutes
it added to my dri™ back
to Stockton thmugh fields
and vineyards and across

.

eclSe'f l'0
Deto
^
Delta climate.
I could now
mv Wt °Ver the, water to
my left or across the expanV6'
61^
farrnlai^m^^'^gf^T
than 5 i ^ ™8 ura
m front of L r m "t*
co"ld see the
la
?
P
pee
thrbL°tb
lms °!\°f
bouses
and
read the
•
'
L^
ma[ma
Sn
S l ?!
Up ahead" After crawling
around
in' the
tho hLh'a"
"J
around in
high grasses
with my camera trying un-

britgeS'' became "^nted
with
a few new housing developments scattered along
the waterways, some state
campgrounds
^"pgiuunus tha,
tnat
are calling me to return.
A S°°d day for Pacific stu'
dents to discover the Delta
wil1 be MaY 1 The Delta
Loop will be hosting its 6th
^ °dta Loop Fest ^
plete with at least ^ hot dog

and raffles. Stick'around" as'
long as vou like at thp R&w

wirn a vivid mental picture

on the levies.

="'£=»£ stSESss
aaassa a.'aasfe: ssr»
ondoleeza Rice sets the record straight
rruacu

Hhl

-

^•^°!ee2a,Ri- President Bush's National Security

By Mara Title
Pacific College
Republicans

cinn

Tl

.i

sion. It seemed unnecessary the blame centers around
to have that one in the first the Bush administration not
place if they were just going being able to prevent the atto ask her the same ques- tacks. How did so much go
In last week's Pacifican, tions again, only this time in wrong on 9/11?
there was an article regard front of the world? She kept
Condoleezza Rice aning Condoleezza Rice's sup responding, "As I told you swered this question, along
posedly willful approach in
efore in the last session..." with many others during
dealing with the 9/11 com I can definitely see why it her testimony: "To the best
mission. "Why won't she would be tiresome to have of my knowledge, Mr. Chairtestify? What is it that the to spend weeks preparing for
man, this kind of analysis
Bush administration is trying another round of question
about the use of airplanes
to hide?" the writer asked. ing, knowing that it would
as weapons actually was
Obviously nothing, as we basically be the same.
never briefed to us. I cannot
can see after her three-hour
Ironically, she could be tell you that there might not
testimony with the commis spending the time it takes
have been a report here or
sion last Thursday morning. °
J for the '-Dmgetting
corn- a icpuri
. . ° ready
report inere
there rnai
that ree
reached
Her bold-faced, no-non- mission to work on tracking somebody in our midst,
sense statements weren't down al Qaeda. The whole
"Part 'of the problem
even inhibited by a drink 9/11 commission reeks of is...and I think Sandy Berger
of water (which she politely hilarity.
First, the media made this point when he was
passed on, when it was of was claiming that the Bush askedthesamequestion...that
fered by one of the commis administration entered into you have thousands of pieces
u— — 1
u~
sioners). She was probably war entirety too fast. They of information...car
bombs
reluctant to testify in the first didn't seem to have enough and this method and that
place, because she had just information, and they were method...and you have to
had a private, no doubt more or less choosing any
equally grueling, testimony Middle Eastern country to
session with the commis attack. Now all of a sudden, See RECORD pg 6
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anything-and win! Fast food
is making me fat, I can sue!
My hot cup of coffee, was
too hot, I can sue! There is
money out there just waiting
to be made.
Suing gets out of hand,
companies,
organizations
and individuals crack down
and refurbish rules and regu
lations in an effort to protect
themselves and the craziness
wins out in the end. What
used to be allowed and
enjoyed is now banished.
What will go next? There
will always be something to
get rid of. Right? This goes
beyond drinking to a general
over-fixation with liability
concerns.
Pretty soon the lives that
we lead will be completely
governed by the regulations
that we have imposed upon
ourselves.
Maybe I am just growing
up and learning what life in
the real world is like. But I
can't help but be taken aback
and wonder, if one for a mo
ment, where it is all headed
and do I want to be a part of
it. Forget all of this thoughtlet's go get a beer. Do you
want to drive or shall I?

mained inactive when
it comes to enforcing
prisoner rights and has
allowed the death pen
alty to become the final
word for silent prisoners.
As supported in various
reports released by Am
nesty International, im
migrants do not fare well
in the criminal justice
system in the U.S. and the
U.S. needs to speak up
and confront this racial
disparity. La Raza civil
rights analyst Angela
Arboleda said "Minori
ties are incarcerated at a
higher rate than whites,
and Latinos fare worse
than all other minority
groups except possibly
African-Americans...
There's just a lack of re
sources for immigrants.
It's an overall picture
of injustice." The U.S.
needs to face up to its hu
man rights violations and
make things right. They
could start by obeying
the U.N.'s International
Court and review those
cases, the lives of 52 is
in the hands of the U.S.
government.
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UNITED NATIONS SPEAKS: Secretary General Kofi Annan addresses the media.

targeting knowledge can be of the World Trade Cer
used with much more ef 1993, the attacks on A —
can installations in Sa depend to a certain degree ficiency.
During her opening state Arabia in 1995 and 199tr t
on the intelligence agencies
to sort to tell you what is ac ments, Rice affirmed that East Africa embassy be rr
tually relevant, what is actu terrorism of the U.S. was ings of 1998, the attack c r r
ally based on sound sources, nothing new before the at USS Cole in 2000, these an
tack on the twin towers: "The other atrocities were pa —
what is speculative."
If you would like to express a con
Adding to the confusion terrorist threat to our nation a sustained, systematic car
in piecing together bits of did not emerge on Septem paign to spread devastaa
cern, idea, or viewpoint regarding
terrorist information, she ber 11,2001. Long before that and chaos a n d to m u r d e r
explained how it was origi day, radical, freedom-hating nocent Americans."
any of the articles in this
So, for those people v. ;
nally illegal for the foreign terrorists declared war on
feel
that terrorism isn : a
America
and
on
the
civilized
(CIA) and domestic (FBI)
newspaper, please send a selfenough
of an issue, ta
world.
The
attack
on
the
departments to share gained
into
account
these pre :
Marine
barracks
in
Lebanon
intelligence. Now that the
edited opinion piece to
events.
Condoleezza
A:
in
1983,
the
hijacking
of
the
Bush administration has
brilliantly
defended
her-;
Achille
Lauro
in
1985,
the
rise
implemented the Homeland
Security Department, vital of al Qaeda and the bombing and the Bush administa
tion with in-depth, concre
answers—they become e\
better when you have to r
CZJET
peat yourself.
What makes the 9
commission so ridicule
_
They've basically concl u a
that terrorist intelligence v.
not shared which lead to a
infamous attacks.
This
probably why the Bush a
ministration developed a
Summer Sessions 2004 Course Catalogs are Here!
Homeland
Security Depar
Vou can pick up your own copy at:
ment
in
the
first place!
• Registrar's Office
(Quotes
by Rice taks
• Center for Professional & Continuing Education (located in Burns Tower)
from, "Transcript of Rice's • On-Line at
11 Commission Statemea.
at CNN.com.)
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Kill Bill slices to the top again
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achieves his point in humanizing
The Bride and Bill, and in turn ere
ates a story in which we cheer for
The Bride to get her daughter back,
Tarintino heavily borrows various
elements of film noir in Kill Bill 2
as well in his utilization of heavy
contrasts between black and white,
excessive use of the
soft focus lens, and
the witty banter that
his films are known
for.
If you're expect
ing a chop'em up
sequel, then I advise
you stay at home for
you will be sorely
disappointed. What
Kill Bill 2 offers is
the yin the Kill Bill
l's yang, for what
Tarintino gave us in
style and fun, he has
gladly traded in for
plot and character
development. And
you know what? I
enjoyed every min
ute of it.

Kill Bill 2 starts off in the general
vicinity in which Kill Bill 1 left off,
with The Bride (Uma Thurman) off
to kill the final three members of
the "Deadly Viper Assassination
Squad." We have
Bud a.k.a "Side
winder" (Michael
Madsen), a former
member and cur
rently broke Night
club bouncer who
lives in the middle
of nowhere, Elle
a.k.a "California
Mountain Snake"
(Daryl Hannah),
a one eyed badass
whose only goal is
to defeat The Bride
in battle, and last
but not least Bill
(David Carridine)
who was responsi
ble for the murder
of her friends and
for the bullet in her
skull.
p.
allposters.com
RETURN OF THE BRIDE: Uma Thurman returns as the Bride in Tarintino's
Don't go into Kill
My Grade: Asecond volume of Kill Bill.
Bill 2 expecting the
same over the top violence and ac
tion that was seen in the first film.
These are two very different mov
ies, Kill Bill 1 was a homage to 70's
kung fu flicks with some exploita
tion and Shaw brothers thrown in
for good measure.
Kill Bill 2 is in essence a spa
ghetti western with the Tarentino
dialogue told with more emotion
and more plot. If Kill Bill 1 is like
[ a grade A stripper, than Kill Bill 2
is like the beautiful woman that
Featured in Sunset Magazine
you fell in love with and married.
Kill Bill 1 in its own right is very
• Rotisserie Chicken
entertaining, fun to look at, and
with fresh rosemary & thyme
kinetic, but if you take away the
• Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
outside layer, you aren't left with
• World's First Oyster Burrito
much. Kill Bill 2 is a much less
exciting film action wise, but the
• Grilled Garlic Prawns
overall experience is much more
• Veggie Saute
fulfilling.
The film is once again divided
• Steamed Artichokes
into chapter titles, my own per
Hfe use free range beef and pork all natural
sonal segment being "The Cruel
Tutelage of Pai Mei." Pai Mei's
100% grass and grain fed!
character is easily one of the most
ffce
entertaining homages in the en
tirety of Kill Bill.
He is played as a classic kung-fu
PHONE ORDERS
master who has lived for over 200
hundred years, has a long white
4601 Pacific Ave. • one block south o f March Lane

SAN
PRILL

OPEN FOR BREAKFAST

TACO BARS • CATERING • PATIO DINING

952-6261
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Pacific summer hdusing rates increase
By Ha Tran

Guest Writer
Thinking about summer
school at Pacific? If you are
one of the students planning
on living on campus while
going to summer school, be
aware of the costly housing
plans.
The summer housing rates
at Pacific this summer have
increased from last summer.
In addition, Grace and the
UC's are not available for
housing this summer. Brook-

N

side, Manor, Townhouse
Apartments, and the Towerview apartments are the only
housing available.
The cost of summer hous
ing has increased, just like
everything else and has had
a sour effect on the students
remaining on campus.
Junior Jennifer Poon is
attending all three sessions
of summer school, and is
worried about her living
conditions. While her parents
would like for her to stay on
campus, she would rather

HOUDAY CINEMAS 8
262 WEST LANE, STOCKTON, c2
(209) 955-5680
FRI-THURS: (04/23-04/29/2004)
13 GOING ON 30- PG13 "NO PASSES*
SHOWING ON 2 SCREENS
FRI-SUN: (11:00,11:45,1:30,2:15,3:50,4:
35) 6:45,7:15,9:10,9:40
MON-THURS: (1:30,2:15,3:50,4:35) 6:
45,7:15,9:10,9:40
MAN ON FIRE- R "NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (11:55,3:00) 7:00,10:05
MON-THURS: (3:00) 7:00,10:05
KILL BILL VOL. 2-R "NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (12:15,3:15) 6:55,10:10
MON-THURS: (3:15) 6:55,10:10
THE PUNISHER- R "NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (10:45,1:35,4:20) 7:05,9:50
MON-THURS: (1:35,4:20) 7:05,9:50
HOME ON THE RANGE- PG
FRI-SUN: (12:30,2:30,4:30) 6:30
MON-THURS: (2:30,4:30) 6:30
HELLBOY- PG
FRI-SUN: (11:25,2:10,4:55) 7:30,10:00
MON-THURS: (2:10,4:55) 7:30,10:00
SCOOBY DOO 2: MONSTERS
UNLEASHED- PG
FRI-SUN: (12:00,2:20,4:40)
MON-THURS: (2:20,4:40)
THE ALAMO-PG13
FRI-THURS: 8:30
WALKING TALL- PG13
FRI-THURS: 7:20,9:30
STOCKTON CITY CENTRE
CINEMAS 16 SHOWT1MESEri 4.23.04 To Tltu 4.29.04

I

I

I v\' r
1

'

"Man On Fire" (R) ON TWO SCREENSl
NO PASSES 11:55, 12:40, 3:15, 3:45, 6:25,|
7:05, 9:20, 10:05
13 Going On 30" (PG13) ON TWO
SCREENS! NO PASSES
11:40, 12:15, 2:00, 2:40, 4:35, 5:10, 7:15, 7:40|
9:40, 10:10
'Kill Bill Vol.2" (R) ON THREE SCREEN^
NO PASSES
12:35, 3:10, 4:00, 6:35, 7:00, 8:45, 10:00
The Punisher" (R) ON TWO SCREENS!
|
NO PASSES 11:50, 3:20. 6:45, 8:30. 9:30
"Connie & Carla (PG13) NO PASSES
7:15, 9:55
"Ella Enchanled" (PG)
12:25, 2:35.5:00. 7:10, 9:15
"The Girl Next Door" (R)
9:55pm
"Johnson Family Vacation" (PG13)
12:25, 2:50,4:55, 7:30, 9:45
"Hellboy" (PG13)
11:10. 1:40, 4:15.6:50, 9:25
"Walking Tail" (PG13)
12:30,3:10,5:30,7:50, 9:50
"Home On The Range"
(PG) 12:10. 2:20. 4:20, 6:30
"The Prince and Me" (PG)
11:25, 1:55, 4:30
"Scooby-Doo 2" (PG)
11:00, 1:30,3:50, 6:20
"The Ladykillers" (R)
11:45, 2:25,5:05,7:45,10:15
The Passion Of The Christ" (R)
12:20, 9:35

s a v e
money
by find
ing
a
place off
campus.
"It's
not as
conve
nient as
living
on cam
pus, but
summer
housing
is
so
much
46 YEARS of QUALITY| t h i s
s u m mer, I'd
rather
<y
ON THE MIRACLE MILE
r e n t
a
out
Gourmet Hamburgers place or
Photograph by Shane Ciori:
some
All Natural Beef
thing," HOUSING- Summer housing rates at Pacific have been increased this year. Though South/
100% Pacific Coast Ground Fresh
s a i d West will not be available Brookside, Manor, Townhouses and Towerview apartments are
Chuck. The livestock is fed the
available for summer residency.
purest natural feeds, without the
Poon.
use of hormones or antibiotics.
Poon,
than living on campus," said That way, you can dixride
Experience the taste!
along with other students,
the high cost among more
Poon.
decided to rent out a small
For those who do not people.
Breast of Chicken Sandwich
apartment a couple miles have cars or have to live on
Also, if possible, attend tH e
Carved from the Bone
from school in order to save campus, summer housing at last session since it has th e
money.
cheapest housing rate.
Pacific is the only option.
"Last year, I saved money
House Rotimic Chicken
Review your housing op
One tip to keep the cost
by commuting to school, but low for on-campus housing tions, and sign up early f c r
with Fresh Herbs
I can't this year, so I had to is to try to find the maximum the place you want. At lea;-1
find the next best thing, number of students allowed you won't be stuck with
Barbcqttcd Beef Sandwich
renting out a cheaper place to live in a single residence. more expensive option if oth
from our Wood Banting Oven
ers are filled.
Rates:
Breast ofTurkcy Sandwich
For Summer Session 1 a n d
Rotisscric Roasted
2, the cost of Brookside r a n g 
es from $685 to $2,750.0/
BLT
depending on the number o r
Hand-cut Apple Smoked
students.
Bacon
Manor housing ranges
from $580 to $600.
Townhouse
apartments
Always Fresh From the Sea
go
from
$410
to
$1,100
and
Hsh-N-Chips
Towerview
apartments
a r•
Oystcrs-H-Cltips
$755
or
$795.
Fish Sandwich
Keep in mind that if VOL:
All served with cole slaw
attend the last session o f
summer school the rates will
Freshly Steamed Artichokes
be lower. Brookside ranges
Fresh Lemonade
from $545 to $2200; Manor
will be $465 or $480.
Serving all natural beef Sc pork
Townhouse
apartments
Apple Smoked Bacon, Hot
go from $328 to $880 and
the Towerview apartment Dogs, Ham, Roast Beef
range is $605 or $635.
For more information on
1612 Pacific Ave.
summer housing, contact the
Housing Office at 946-2331.
ATM, VISA, Dim# & MasterCard

GalifiZ&mJv

463-6415

mmsGypzs

Bv Sflllv Nirhnk
Galaxy Guru

adicc-

ctrng it.
nd get
ready for a rough week.
You will learn wl
true friends are when the
sh*t hitjt the fan.
TAURl
You
ten rfnews rnis weeK. fosly a job or internship
offer. Try to not let that
be a distraction from your
ev#j4li§y^'esponsibilities.
Also, you should be in for
a pleasant surprise by the
end of the

GEMINI
Democracy is part of your
life as an American citizen
whether you like it or not.

Your resPons|bility to
Par*an<^ mQke sure
that your government is
run
way you want it to.
Stop
Bush a
i something
about
,S

fa'<e

LEO
Thinking
abr<
is yc
control of your life. But if
the situation is not right
for you, at least
letter to your
abroad to
you are thi

You have a stressful week
ahead with a lot of work.
All teachers seem to give
due dates for assignments
on the same day! Howev
er, if you give 110%, your
weekend will be more
enjoyable!

CAPRICORN
Showing your lover how
desirable they are is neces-

nice
individul
much hapljjiess thejF bring
to others. Communicate this
to your lover this week and
the boat will be rockin'
SAGITARRIUS
Bikini
iproachgym
work out
classes are
offered at the Baun. Take
this opportunity to get in
shape and feel comfortable
on the beach this summer!
AQUARIUS
I know that April has been
more than trying for you,
but just keep in mind that
April showers bring May

flowers. The bright side
has already begun to
show and before you
know it the sun will clear
away those problems of
yours.

are
r direction
and I want to help you
pay for a future trip! Take
a chance, it will be worth
the investment.
PISCf
Are
intc
life? try tVfana
jwling class though
Pacific or aTai Kwon Do
Class! Doing things with
your friends is a great
way to relieve stress and
a great way to learn
something new. Have fun!

LIBRA
Life is full iof unexpected
c
turns, be prepared
|
plans to take an un<|
able path.

ings.
good
way.

SCORPIO
Okay, all you excited teen
agers keep your pants on!
We are all in college, but
this doesn'tjnean we need
to act like b^barians!
Have fun, but be safe, and
know your surroundings.
This is not Kansas anymore
Todo, things can be scary
out there!
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Despite loss, Pacificfearns No. 2 ranking
By Taro Fitzpatrick
Last Saturday was a day of
tremendous victory for the
Pacific softball team, which
was followed by a narrow
defeat on Sunday to Cal State
Fullerton Titans in the three
game series. The Tiger's are
now 28-13 overall, and 6-3 in
the Big West Conference, giv
ing them a number two rank
ing in the conference.
Despite the close loss on
Sunday, these women have
nothing to be ashamed of
as they continue to receive
accolades and continue to
rise up various rankings. As
of April 7 the Tigers were
ranked number 21 in the
USA Today/NCFA Division
I poll. In the ESPN.com/
USA Softball Collegiate Top
25 Poll, released April 13th,
Pacific softball received a
number 23 ranking.
On Saturday the Tigers
certainly proved why they
have received such high
rankings. In the first game

of the double header, the
matched seemed to become
a heated battle in pitching.
Junior Natalie King and Ti
tan Pitcher Brooke Weekley
went head to in four shutout
innings. In the end King
would scatter five hits, allow
only one run, giving her her
twelfth win of the season.
The Tigers came alive in the
bottom of the fifth, plating
seven runs on six hits, with
three doubles. The Titans
would only be able to answer
with one run, giving the Ti
gers a 7-1 win.
Game two was equally
successful with a 2-1 win
for the Tigers. By the third
inning freshman Jennifer
Curtier secured the win with
a home run, to which the
Titans would not be able to
answer.
Sunday's game did not
lack excitement, but did not
result in a win, with Tiger's
losing in the ninth inning 43. The Tigers trailed 3-0 until
the third inning when junior
Ashlie DfErrico doubled to

bring home Gina
Carbonatto and
Brittany Hyams
to close the gap
to a Titan one run
lead. Freshman
Jennifer Curtier
sent the game
into extra in
nings with a run
scoring single to
tie the game 33. Finally in the
ninth inning with
:
two outs, Cal
State Fullerton's
Jennifer Holt sent
the ball flying
over the left field
Athletic Depc*
fence to bring the
game to 4-3, and FULL ACCELERATION: Junior Ashlie D'Errico connects with great form. A s h
ultimately give consistant all year like her swing.
the Titans a victo
ry. Senior pitcher
has been marked by victory, State. They are prirr
Jennifer Dacre took the loss, where this team has now bro achieve their ninth strra
The
though overall she did well ken and set a program record winning season.
allowing two earned runs for best 20 game start going gers will spend tHe i
and six hits in eight innings 17-3. Many of these victories two weeks on the road
of relief. DiErrico shined as were against ranked teams ing Bringham Young, I_
well going two for four with such as no. 3 California, no. State, and no. 20 Long Re
a double and two RBIs.
7 Alabama, and no. 15 Fresno State.
T T i c r p r ' s 7(104- eoacnn
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Baseball faces competitive play in Big West
By Nick Rosenauist
Staff Writer

EYES ON THE BALL:Senior Aaron Harper works the count to his favor with a tough at bat.

Only just beginning, base
ball season for the Pacific
Tigers has been full of fierce
competition.
The first two Big West
opponents facing the Tigers
have been Cal State Fullerton
and Cal Poly, who rank 2nd
and 3rd in the conference.
Last weekend, the Tigers
lost three straight games to
Cal Poly by scores of 11-3,
16-6 and 8-3. This was the
second straight series in
which the Tigers have been
swept. Two weeks ago, the
Tigers faced Cal State Ful
lerton and lost 16-1,13-0 and
13-5. The Titans were ranked
seventh in the country in the
preseason by the National
Collegiate Baseball Writers
Association.
F i r s t b a s e m a n /
secondbaseman Aaron Harp
er, a senior at Pacific, shined
for the Tigers in the six-game
stretch, combining for an 8-

24 showing, with a do-mir
triple, three HRs a n d
RBIs in six games.
Junior catcher Bran
Gottier was another b r . _
spot for Pacific. In tHe r •
games he played betv% ^
the two series, he tote;J
a .417 batting average
ting a double and LER a.
totaled four RBIs in tr
four games.
In this past weelcersweep of the Tiger's, 3F
Jesse Kovacs had a 4—
performance with a tr~: —
a n d three RBIs i n t h e t h r game set. The Pacific jurrs
also pitched 11/3 inrur
of scoreless baseball agair
the Mustangs.
TJiis week, the Ti c e
(0-6 in the Big West, 13overall) play the Cal Bears
home and will travel to L_
Irvine for a tough matcH v
against the Anteaters w
are ranked 14 in the cour-t
by Baseball America and
by the Sports Weekly / ES F
Coaches Poll.
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MLB in Northern California
By Todd Merz

Guest Writer
When
Spring
comes
around, the avid sports fan
is getting ready for another
season of Major League
Baseball. In Northern Cali
fornia we have two teams
that once again are compet
ing for the coveted World
Series trophy.
The San Francisco Giants
and the Oakland Athletics
are coming off strong 2003
seasons and are looking to
get even further this year.
Gregg Reynolds a student
PREVIEW from page 11
time the Yankees thought
Nick Johnson was the next
Don Mattingly and the Ex
pos did not disagree giving
up Javier Vasquez for him.
NL Central

Houston Astros
Oh what a difference two
former Yankees make. Andy
Pettite and Roger Clemens
with Roy Oswalt give the As
tros a fearsome three some.
The Astros have a balanced
offensive lineup but the bull
pen took a major hit with the
loss of Billy Wagner.
Key to success: The bull
pen is a major question
mark. Set up man Octavio
Dotel gets the first nod as
the closer and has the tools
to succeed.
Player to watch: Craig Biggio is not the player he once
was but if he finds a way to
get on base the way he used
too the Astros will be in good
shape.
Chicago Cubs

at Pacific said, in order for the
Giants to do well this year
they are going to have to play
good defense and get good
pitching out of their starters.
The Giants opened their
season this week against
the Houston Astros. Barry
Bonds was one of the big
spotlights when he hit two
home-runs to come that
much closer to his god-father
Willie Mays.
Some key players they
have this year are: A.J. Pierzynski, David Aardsma,
Neifi Perez, Barry Bonds, and
Jason Schmidt.

On the other hand you
have the Oakland Athlet
ics. They have not made
too many off season acquisi
tions, but still have a good
team coming back.
According to Pacific stu
dent Sven Eriksson, "The
A's should have a good year
if they stay healthy."
Some key returneefs for
the A's are: Barry Zito, Tim
Hudson, Mark Mulder, and
Jermaine Dye.
All in All it should be
exciting seasons for both of
these teams.

Alou stays healthy the Cubs stands no chance of beating
might be able to prove the anybody.
experts right.
Keys to success: The Reds
Player to watch: You can have the bats but not the
make a argument Greg Mad arms. The bats though will
dux was the most dominant win some games
pitcher in the nighties but the
Player to watch: Danny
nighties are over. Does Mad Graves is back to the closers
dux have anything left or did position was he should give
the Cubs overpay?
the Reds some confidence.

Saint Louis Cardinals
The Cards have two new
outfielders in Ray Lankford
and Reggie Sanders who are
past their primes. The Cards
have talent but not enough to
win the central.
Keys to success: Sanders
and Lankford need to be
productive and Matt Morris
needs to be an ace for any
success.
Player to watch: Albert Pu
jols is just un human. Pujols is
every fantasy players dream
and will continue to put up
unbelievable numbers.
Milwaukee Brewers
The Brew crew gave up
their best player to fill three
different positions.
Keys to success: The Brew
ers are a bunch of scrappers
and need to scrap as many
runs as possible.
Player to watch: Ben Sheets
is a gold medallist and will
one day be the cream of the
crop. For the Brewers to have
a chance he needs to put the
pitching staff on his shoul
ders and carry the team.
Cincinnati Reds

Dusty Bakers boys are
favored to come out of the
National league but are
stuck in a tuff division. The
Cubs have a dominant one
two punch and Sammy Sosa
but will the supporting cast
be enough?
Keys to success: The Cubs
need to stay healthy. If Mark
Prior can come back a hun
The starting pitching staff
dred percent and Moises is patchwork at best and

Pittsburgh Pirates
The Bucs seem to be go
ing nowhere again this year.
What the front office is do
ing is beyond anyone.
Keys to success: Kip Wells
has started to look like an
ace. The Pirates if smart
can get a good package for
Wells.
Player to watch: Craig
Wilson is the jack of all
trades when it comes to de
fensive positions and now
his bat is drawing as much
attention as his different
gloves.
NL West

San Francisco Giants
The Giants are in trouble
and unless they get healthy
quickly the Giants will catch
themselves slipping.
Keys to success: the bull
pen needs Nen and protec
tion for Barry Bonds.
Player to watch: Barry
Bonds, need I say more
Los Angeles Dodgers
Picking up Milton Brad
ley was a steal and the bull
pen has Eric Gagne.
Keys to success: The
Dodger bats need to be able
to score more then one run

Intramural
By Jason Meijo
Setting out to prove
themselves and High Stick
ing trying to maintain their
perfect record. The last time
these two teams met, High
Sticking won, 4-0. Can High
Sticking keep the goose egg
going?
In the Men's Floor Hock
ey League, Phi Delt puts its
perfect record on the line
against Your Mom. Can
Your Mom stop the offensive
juggernaut that is Phi Delt?
Thursday will be the answer
to this question and more as
Theta Chi tries to right its
ship against Between the
Pipes, Pike's answer to Phi
Delt's Floor Hockey team.
Will Theta Chi prevail? Will
Between the Pipes move one
step closer to their champi
onship goal? Come on out
Thursday and see for your
selves!
Over in Outdoor Soccer,
numerous teams have blown
away the competition. In
Men's B, Delta-9, Dynamo
(which square off this Sun
day) are undefeated, and
Sigma Chi reigns supreme
thus far in Men's C. Over in
Co-Rec B, Bumble Bee Tuna
is perfection epitomized as
a soccer team, and Blouses
and Wern 'Em stay atop the
pack with perfect records of
their own in Co-Rec C. But
these two powerhouses face
off this Sunday in a showa game.
Player to watch: Adrian
Beltre is in a contract year.

Arizona Diamondbacks

Photograph by Arash Behnam

down for the ages, so be
sure to come out and cheer
on your friends and see if
any upsets occur!
Women's Softball has
sprouted two undefeated
teams, Pharmacy and the
Fockers, so when these two
teams go head to head later
next week, it's a bout no one
will want to miss. Co-Rec,
not wanting to be outdone,
has also yielded two unde
feated teams, The Longballs
and Big Staff. However,
these teams won't meet
until the playoffs, so be sure
and set aside early May, as
this will be a game for the
ages! And in Men's B, Son
of a Bocce remains empty
in the loss column, which
will be tested this Thursday,
against a tenacious Theta
Chi team. Want to know
who will come out on top?
Be there Thursday night at
9:00 PM over on the Brookside fields.
Keys to success: The Pa
dres need to be healthy and
the starting pitching needs to
eat innings
Player to watch: David
Wells will give the pitching
staff a winning attitude

Losing Curt the Hurt hurts
but Brandon Webb is going to
be pretty good.
Colorado Rockies
Keys to success: The offense
needs to be more patient and
The Rockies have no arms
play small ball
to compete
Player to watch: Richie
Keys to success: Pitching
Sexson can hit the long ball well never work in Coors
and Arizona needs that.
and the Rockies donft have
the hitting
San Diego Padres
Player to watch: Larry
The Padres are starting to Walker needs to stay healthy.
put it together.
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nothing more then a talented
another ring.
Player to watch: Miguel injured project.
Cabrera is the real deal and a
NL East
New York Mets
Pujols type of player. Cabrera
will carry the Marlins who
New Mets Mike Cameron,
Philadelphia Phillies
will need all his offense.
Braden Looper and Kat MatThe Phillies have spent the
sui are upgrades but the Mets
money now they need the
still have many holes.
results. The bullpen has
Keys to success: Health
dramatically
improved
is a major factor for Cliff
with newly acquired Billy
Floyd and Jose Reyes. If
Wagner and Tim Worrell.
healthy Floyd and Reyes
Keys to success: Do the
will give the offense much
Phillies have the starting
needed spark.
pitching to outlast the
Player to watch: Tom
Marlins?
Glavine had a below aver
Player to watch: Pat
age year last year. Glavine
Burrell had a horrible year
spent the off-season work
last season but if he can
ing on his mechanics and
put the past behind him
now has redemption on
and put up good numbers,
his mind.
he is capable of the win.
Montreal Expos
Florida Marlins
Atlanta Braves
Oh those poor Expos, no
The Marlins had a magical
The dynasty is over. The home no team, a product of
run to success last year. They Braves will struggle this year what is wrong with baseball.
are capable of winning the as the rebuilding begins. Russ The Expos again will be in the
east this year but the magic Ortiz and Mike Hampton are cellar.
is now gone. Florida still has not the old Greg Madux and
Keys to success: The Expos
the pitching but does it have Tom Glavine
do have one of the best short
the hitting?
Keys to success: The stop, second baseman com
Keys to success: The Jones's are still around and bos in the league in Orlando
young guns have a year need to have extraordinary Cabrera and Jose Vidro.
worth of experience under years if the Braves think they
Player to watch: At one
their belts with the world can compete.
series, but they have to be
Player to watch: J.D Drew
See PREVIEW page 11
near perfect if Florida wants was once a prodigy now he is

BONDS AWAY: Barry Bonds is congradulated by Willie Mays after hitting his 660th homerun, tying his
godfather.

Ry Ifisus Hernandez
Columnist

dont think so. So jot
*
down with Larry Fitzgeral being a Raider, who best t

Quite a lot has hap learn the trade from the'
pened since the last in two future Hall of Famercestallment of Free Agent Tim Brown and Jerry Ri
so much I don't For those of you who veer
where to begin. How looking forward to pvi~
about starting off with the chase a Maurice Clarett
Kings beating the Lakers Mike Williams' jersey, yo
a couple of days ago then will have to wait becauchoking and giving away a federal appeals ecu r
the Pacific Division to the blocked them from enteric
Lakers after failing to lock this weekends draft but le.
it up against the Nuggets open the possibility of tar
and the Warriors. Ah my ing part in a supplementr a
Warriors played draft. So, all of you Pacifi
the spoiler. But now with football players thinker
playoffs under way about jumping to the 1S1F
we'll see what can happen this year will have to wai
since there are up against a it out like these guys. W h a
Dallas team that can light an off-season it has been f
up the scoreboard at will. the NFL Champion Pa tr
If the Kings can play some ots. Their defensive capta: r
D, wliich they failed to Ty Law has gone public
show against die Nuggets expressing his difference
Warriors, then I have with coach Bill Belichac:
them advancing to the next and saying he no longer
But reaching the wants to play for the Pa t r
finals wont be a possibility ots because of "irreconci"
this season with them hav able differences" causer:
ing to face either the Spurs, by a contract dispute. The
Timberwolves, or Lakers same Ty Law was recent
in the next round then one arrested and charged wir:
of those three again in the two misdemeanors afte r
leading cops on a brief foe t
conference finals.
With the NFL draft com- chase. Two wrongs do make
up I predict that the #1 a right, because the Patriots
will be Eli Manning if acquired All-Pro runnirt e
Diego decides to trade back Corey Dillon from the
away their draft choice. Bengal's for a 2nd rounr
I've been hearing that they draft choice. Way to bet
don't want to pick another ter an already solid team
QB with their #1 pick and they got the only piece tha t
end up getting another they've been missing since
Ryan Leaf, so look for a losing Curtis Martin a few
trade involving someone seasons ago: a solid runnin r
who will give up some back and everyone knowthing good for a Manning that Dillon can run.
Baseball's back in fcil
since some scouts have said
that Eli may be even better swing, Barry's swinging for
than Payton, last season's Balco, A-Rod's just lookin g
Co-MVP. The Raiders will at the ball pass by and the
take a Wide Receiver with A's are doing what they
pick #2, but who knows always do, and that's win
what owner A1 Davis Tejada who? Bobby Cros
rather have, Pitt's highly by's the real deal. Jermaine
skilled Larry Fitzgerald or Dye is back at 100% and
Texas speedster Roy Wil it's showing. He's alreach
liams. Everyone knows leading the league in RBl's.
Davis loves speed but can Oakland's going to do it
he pass up on a player this year and look for G\ I
similar to Tim Brown? I Billy Beane to pull off an
other spectacular trade.

